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Ved Shinde, Literary Head 

EditoriaL 
CoLumn
It gives me immense pleasure to put 
forth another interesting issue of our 
school newsletter. This issue of the newsletter 
will show you a glimpse of all the events that 
took place in these months. The Annual Day, one 
of the major events, also played a significant part as the 
hard work of all the students paid off well. The students of 
all grades have shown their ability and talents. No doubt!! The 
performance turned out to be grand and splendid. All the colourful 
pictures and beautiful articles will mesmerise you while reading this 
newsletter.The newsletter team has done their best to compile this for you. 
I hope you enjoy reading it. We look forward to your valuable feedback. Thank 
you.
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Q. Which instrument do you play?
 I play the harmonium and the keyboard. 

Q. At what age did you compose the first tune?
 I composed my own tune on the harmonium at the age of 7. 
It was truly a great achievement for me.

Q. Which musician do you admire? Why?
 Being interested in classical music, I admire Ustad Rashid 
Ali Khan and Kaushiki Chakraborty.  I also admire my parents 
who are classical singers.

Q. What motivated you to pursue diploma in audio 
engineering? 
 While doing my graduation, I heard about musical software 
which could edit songs. To learn more about musical software, 
I did a DIPLOMA IN AUDIO ENGINEERING. Learning about 
the software was a great challenge for me.

Q. How do you handle mistakes during a performance?
 Before any performance, if I find  flaws, I apply my own 
tricks and hence,there are  rarely any mistakes.

Q. How often and for how long do you practice?
 I practice music for 1-2 hours daily. 

Q.What genre are you playing?
 I do not play any specific genre.

Q.What difference do you notice between the past and current 
trend of music?
 For me, there is not much difference in the past and today’s 
trend of music. The only difference is that today’s trend is much 
more advanced in technique than that of the past.

Q.What message would you like to give to your students?
 My message to all my students is that they should follow all 
kinds of music and imbibe good things from all genres of music. 

A BROADShEET By AND FOR DIPSITES OF NAShIK

in Conversation with...tejas Shravge
Being a Sangeet Visharad is no easy feat. It takes immense toil and dedication along with a deep 

respect towards your talent and passion. Excerpts from an interview with our Music Faculty – Tejas 
Shravge (B.A. Music, M.Com, Diploma in Audio Engineering, pursuing B.ED) gives us an insight into 
how music motivates and inspires him to derive the best output from his students.
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Experience

We had been to the pre-primary section of our school on 29th 
September 2016 to spend some time with the kindergarten 

students. Their cute voices, innocent faces and cheerful attitude 
allured us towards them. When we entered various classes, we could 
understand that the children were surprised to see us, as we were all 
new faces to them. When we asked a child about his favourite colour, 
he replied saying, “Red, blue, pink, green...” The one thing that we 
liked in all the classes was that besides academics, the children had 
a lot of fun activities through which they understood the topics well. 
The classroom also had individual black-coloured sections on walls 
for children to practice spellings and patterns with chalk and duster. 
The teachers were dedicated to their work and were taking a lot of 
effort so that the children could understand the topics in a much better 
way. “The children being small are full of buoyant energy and require 
a lot of patience to be managed”, said a teacher when asked about the 
challenges she faced while teaching.
Our next destination was the I-Pad lab. There we saw that each child 
had an I-Pad which had various games related to all the subjects of their 
curriculum. While walking in the corridors, we noticed that there were 
alphabets, numbers, mazes and many more things on the floor and wall 
which helped the children to understand concepts easily.
Thus, it was one of our most memorable experiences days to spend time 
with the lively and sweet kindergarten children which made us recollect 
our childhood memories.

- tanvi malpani, Viii C & ananya Shukla, Viii a

VISIT TO THE KINDERGARTEN

A day with the tiny tots.......
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Pre-nursery children celebrated the completion of 
100 days in the school. The theme was ‘Colours 

of the RAINBOW’. A Poster-making competition 
was organized for the parents as well. The celebration 
included a musical drama which emphasized on 
the concepts learned by the children in these 100 
days. The celebration culminated with the release of 
100 balloons by the audience. The celebration was 
indeed a wonderful event.

100 Days Celebration
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Events
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If I could write a story 
It would be the greatest told
I will write about my Dad
For his heart of Gold.

When  I was born, you were here
In your eyes, there was a tear
Flies the time and I am Two
‘Look, Daddy, I can tie my shoe!’

Before you know it, I am five
you thank God for I am so  alive

I am already twelve in preteen years
Which means you will help me with my fears
Soon I’ll be sixteen, with a permit to drive
Waiting to hit a big one five
But again I want to turn two
And say, ‘Look, Daddy, I can tie my shoe!’ 

If I could write a story
It would be the greatest told
I wrote about my dad
For his heart of Gold

In a huge house
There lived a wicked mouse
When the house was locked
All the mice would walk

here and there, here and there
Making it shabby everywhere
We tried to trap them
They tried to wrap us

All the mice were grey
Leaving us to clean all the 
way
Eating all the things
But they are not the kings

We are chasing all the time
But always wasting our time.......

My mother is like a glitter
Who won’t let me be bitter.

She works hard for me everyday
But does not take even a single holiday.

She won’t let me fall
Even if I stumble over a ball.

She always has a kind word to say
To get me through my darkest day

She is always there to light up the room
As the flowers and buds  bloom.

She always fulfills my every wish
Whenever I want my favourite dish.
Even to make me a little bit smile

She has to struggle for over a mile.
There is nothing left to say

Except , I love you mother in every way.

His Heart Of Gold

The Unending Chase

MY MOTHER

     madhura dhomse, Viii B

ishita Chhajed, Vii C

aaditya rathi, iX B
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Innovative Composers
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Activities

Doctors - The Lifesavers

Guarding The NationGuarding The Nation

Students in the attire of Fruit 
Sellers to convey the message –

‘Eat healthy for a better tomorrow.’

An activity to familiarize 
the students with the 

Community helpers, their attire, 
roles, responsibilities and duties 
for the smooth functioning of our 
daily lives.

Fancy Dress 
Competition-Role 
of Community 

Helpers

Understanding Fractions in a play way method – 
An activity on fractions was organized for the 

students of Grade V. Students took turns and rolled the 
dice arranging the parts to form fractions shown on 
their cards. It was a time bound activity and students 
had a fun time learning the concept of fractions.  

Activity on Fractions
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A grand celebration of the Junior Annual Day – ‘Ujaas’ was organized in which the students of Grade II and III participated 
with full zest and fervour. The theme of the celebration was ‘The Jungle Book’. The subtle message of “Conserving the 

Environment” was conveyed to the audience. The students presented a welcome dance followed by various breathtaking dance 
performances like ‘Hakunamatata’, ‘Morning Dance’ and ‘Tarzan and Jane Dance’. The performances were a blend of dance and 
drama in a creative way, depicting the theme in a novel way. 

Bansri Choxi Vii d

Ujaas – The Jungle Book

Every year our school organises the 
Annual Function which is considered 

to be the most significant event of the 
year. This year, we celebrated the fourth 
annual function at Kalidas Kala Mandir 
with great pomp and show.
A myriad of students performed 
various types of dances and plays, 
enthusiastically and confidently. I was 
selected for the welcome dance ‘Dheem 
tana na..…’ which turned out to be an 
aesthetic performance, followed by 
the core performance i.e. ThE FIVE 
ELEMENTS-the Panch maha Bhuta. 
At the end was the Tandav Dance 
dedicated to Lord Shiva. 
My parents also enjoyed a lot seeing 
kids performing cheerfully on the stage.
The programme concluded with ‘Vote of 
Thanks’ by the Head Girl of the school.

Five Elements…
 Existence Of Mortal 

Beings!

Bansri Choxi,
Vii d
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It was a great opportunity for me 
to be chosen as the anchor for the 

Annual Day function of my school.
I was very clear and confident with 
the subject I had to speak upon.  The 
sequence of events was elaborated 
well and hence I could connect to it 
and speak very well.
The rhymes during the anchoring 
were attractive and gave me a lot of 
strength, I felt so confident and my 
stage fear had vanished!
After reviewing my compering, I 
could identify my mistakes and was 
sure that I could improve and do much 
better.

The Annual Function was a 
showcase of efforts by the 

students and teachers. The students 
worked hard along with the teachers, 
learning the steps and understanding 
their roles. I think, the arts teachers 
and the light man also played an 
important role. They prepared the 
props like boxes, gifts, cycles which 
enhanced the overall performance. I 
was selected for dance, we practised 
a lot, played and enjoyed as well. On 
the presentation day, every act and 
every dance was fabulous. It was an 
excellent experience participating in 
the Annual Function!

devi nair, Vi a

Vriddhi agrawal,  V C

My Experience 
as an Anchor...

Indian Jugaad
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Children, as we know, are the bright future of our country. They should be treated and appreciated with lots of love and 
affection. In order to fulfill these needs, Children’s Day is celebrated all over India on 14th of November every year in the 

memory of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru as a mark of honor and respect. He was the first Prime Minister of India and loved children a 
lot.
Children’s Day is celebrated by the teachers and the students as well. It is celebrated by organizing various events like singing, 
dancing, drama etc. Children also actively participate in all the activities with great zeal and enthusiasm.
Children’s Day celebration should be an indispensable part of the school, in order to create awareness about real participation 
and capabilities of the children. It also gives children a chance to freely showcase their hidden talents. 
To sum up, “Children are like buds in a garden and should  be carefully and lovingly nurtured, as they are the future of the nation 
and the citizens of tomorrow.”

We ALL talk about ‘Children’s Day’ and their privileges, but do you think children are free? A child has duties and expectations from 
elders, so how could they be free?
A child grows up with the support of elders, for they are immature and curious and need to be brought up well, letting them know that 
misconception will cost them!
To turn a teen over a new leaf, tell him/her about the consequences of their thoughts and actions.
If you are a teacher, parent or a guardian, then you would have great expectations (not the one by Charles Dickens!) from the child. But 
I warn you, never have expectations from a child - they won’t be able to see their dreams come true. Nourish their talents and encourage 
them to be independent. Moreover, don’t discipline them now and then, let them yodel and quarrel a bit (not more).  Be sure your child 
doesn’t hurt someone.
Let your child use any language in which he/she can express his/her thoughts clearly and keep encouraging them to learn a new language 
instead of forcing them. The best medium to bring the expected change is that teachers and school authorities MUST also use the same 
language (e.g. English) when talking to each other. 
On ‘Children’s Day’, children should be treated well, like we promise to treat our mothers on ‘Mother’s Day’.
Make the children believe in patriotism, inner faith and love for the entire world. Leave them independent in open air. These things would 
help them to fulfill their destiny and the values will surely act like, in Merida’s words- “Will-o’-the-Wisps who lead us to our real Fate.”  

Books are the most valuable assets in our life as they are a rich source of knowledge. There are many books which not only 
entertain us but also reveal the stark facts of our life.

One such book by Sudha Murthy ’The Old Man and His God’ is a collection of short stories which is based on some incidents  
which she herself experienced while she encountered common people. The book, as told by the bestselling author, discovers 
the true spirit of India.

There are stories about people’s generosity and selfishness in times of natural calamities. There are some tales that tell us 
about young professionals trying to establish themselves as they climbed up the corporate ladder and women struggling to 
speak in a world that refuses to listen to them.

I would highly recommend this 132 pages book to middle school students. I do hope you read this book and find it interesting.

aditi Khambait,
      Vi  a

Children’s Day 
a day celebrating the healthy growth and happiness…….  

aditi mahajan,  
Viii C

 Pritha Banerjee, 
 Viii B

reader’s delight - 
ThE OLD MAN AND hIS GOD 

 Book review

- Sudha Murthy
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